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For Immediate Release

MamaCITA Artist Cooperative Celebrates 10 Years
Group solo show at Cheltenham Center for the Arts. September 18-October 15, 2016

Cheltenham, PA, June 30, 2016 – MamaCITA, a mothers’ cooperative in the arts, is celebrating its 10th anniversary 
with a group solo exhibition at the Cheltenham Center for the Arts. The exhibit will be open from September 18- 
October 15, 2016 with an opening reception on Sunday, September 25 from 4-6pm at the art center.

MamaCITA currently has 20 local and 4 affi liated artists from Boston to Virginia. Current and Past members 
will exhibit work in– MamaCITA 10.  Along with individual artist’s work, the cooperative will be interactively 
highlighting the interviews and posts of their Featured Member project, accompanied by images and information 
from the group’s past collaborative work.  

Current members will also be creating a collaborative work that incorporates socires of connected cylindrical 
pieces. The artists envision the multi-sized cylinders, fabricated in a variety of mediums, as a mirror of the hive 
created by their cooperative.

Exhibit Dates: September 18-October 15, 2016
Opening reception: Sunday, September 25, 4-6PM at Cheltenham Center for the Arts, 439 Ashbourne Road, 
Cheltenham, PA 19012, 215-379-4660.

About MamaCITA – MamaCITA, founded in 2006, is an award-winning Cooperative in the Arts that provides its 
members a collective voice within the art world.  All members are professional artists and all are mothers.
Its mission is to support each member in reaching her full artistic potential. Together members plan and execute 
art exhibitions, teach workshops, display gallery work in varied venues, and support social change and philanthropic 
causes, with a focus on those benefi ting women and children. The diversity of their artistic approaches and 
professional backgrounds is one of the groups’ greatest strengths.  http://www.mamacitaarts.com.

About The Cheltenham Center for the Arts – Since its founding, CCA has served as a venue for high quality 
classes, exhibitions and theater programs promoting regional artists and showcasing the work of children, adults 
and outstanding faculty in our community.  At CCA we believe that the arts can offer all ages a means to broaden 
their horizons, learn new skills and explore new ways of seeing the world.  http://cheltenhamarts.org/
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